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The Bs-B¯s mixing parameter ∆Ms is studied in the MSSM with large tanβ. The recent
Tevatron measurement of ∆Ms is used to constrain the MSSM parameter space. From
this analysis the often neglected contribution to ∆Ms from the operator QSLL1 is found
to be significant.
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1. Introduction
In the Standard Model(SM) flavour changing neutral current(FCNC) processes
are absent at tree-level and only enter at higher orders. In extensions of the SM
there exist numerous additional sources of FCNC. A clear example comes from
the mixings present in the squark sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model(MSSM). These mixings will also contribute to FCNCs at the one-loop level
and could even be larger than their SM counterparts. An example that we shall study
in this work is the flavour changing couplings of neutral Higgs bosons and the neutral
Higgs penguin contribution to such decays as B0s → µ+µ− and B0s−B¯0s mixing. It is
clear that such FCNC processes are an ideal place to search for physics beyond the
Standard Model. Since the recent measurement of ∆Ms at the Tevatron
1,2 its conse-
quences have been studied model independently3,4,5, in the MSSM6,7,8,9,10, with
minimal flavour violation11, in GUTs12,13, in Z ′ models14,15,16, with R-parity
violation17,18,19, two Higgs doublet models20 and warped extra dimensions21.
In this work Bs-B¯s mixing is studied via two methods. The first analysis is based
on the simple SUSY SU(5) model studied recently22. The second case is that of the
MSSM Higgs sector making use of the FeynHiggs numerical package.
1.1. ∆Ms in the large tanβ limit
It has been pointed out that Higgs mediated FCNC processes could be among the
first signals of supersymmetry(SUSY)23,24,25. In the MSSM radiatively induced
1
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couplings between the up Higgs, Hu, and down-type quarks may result in flavour
changing Higgs couplings. In turn this will lead to large FCNC decay rates for such
process as Bs → µ+µ− and B0s−B¯0s mixing.
✇
✇
[XS
RL(LR)]bs
[XS
RL(LR)]bs
S0
bR(bL) sL(sR)
sL(sR) bR(bL)
✇
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]bs
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]bs
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bR sL
sR bL
Fig. 1. Higgs Penguin contributions to ∆Ms via the operators QSLL1 (Q
SRR
1 ) and Q
LR
2 .
In the MSSM, loop diagrams will induce flavour changing couplings of the form,
bcsH0∗u . Similar diagrams with Higgs fields replaced by their VEVs will also pro-
vide down quark mass corrections and will lead to sizeable corrections to the mass
eigenvalues26,27,28 and mixing matrices29. As a result the 3-point coupling and
mass matrix can not be simultaneously diagonalised30 and hence beyond tree-level
we shall have flavour changing Higgs couplings in the mass eigenstate basis. Such
flavour changing Higgs couplings can be summarized as,
LFCNC = −dR i
[
XSRL
]
ij
dL j S
0 − dL i
[
XSLR
]
ij
dR j S
0 . (1)
These flavour changing couplings can in fact be related in a simple way to the finite
non-logarithmic mass matrix corrections31,
[
XSRL
]
ij
=
1√
2
1
cβ
(
δmfinited
vu
)
ij
AS0 (2)
where, AS0 = (sα−β , cα−β, −i), for S0 =
(
H0, h0, A0
)
. It is clear that the FCNC
couplings are related as, [XRL] = [XLR]
†
. In general we should also notice that,
[XRL]ij ≈ mimj [XRL]ji. Hence, in the case of, (i, j) = (b, s), we have [XRL]bs ≈
mb
ms
[XLR]bs.
In the MSSM with large tanβ the dominant contribution to Bs → ℓ+ℓ− comes
from the penguin diagram where the dilepton pair is produced from a virtual Higgs
state. The Higgs Double Penguin(DP) contribution to B0s−B¯0s mixing, shown in fig. 1
is also the dominant SUSY contribution in the large tanβ limit32,33. Following the
notation of eq. (1), we can write the neutral Higgs contribution to the ∆B = ∆S = 2
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effective Hamiltonian as,
H∆B=∆S=2eff =
1
2
∑
S
[XSRL]bs[X
S
RL]bs
−M2S
QSLL1 +
1
2
∑
S
[XSLR]bs[X
S
LR]bs
−M2S
QSRR1
+
∑
S
[XSRL]bs[X
S
LR]bs
−M2S
QLR2 (3)
where we have defined the operators,
QSLL1 = (bPLs) (bPLs)
QSRR1 = (bPRs) (bPRs) (4)
QLR2 = (bPLs) (bPRs)
The Higgs sum in eq. (3) leads to a factor, F± =
(
s2α−β
M2H
+
c2α−β
M2
h
± 1
M2A
)
. The op-
erators QSLL,SRR1 receive the factor F−, while QLR2 receives F+. The additional
minus sign leads to a suppression of the QSLL,SRR1 operators relative to Q
LR
2 . At
this point it is common to assume that the QSLL,SRR1 contributions are negligible.
Recalling that, [XLR]bs ∼ 140 [XRL]bs, even for a suppression of F−/F+ ∼ 1/100, it
may be possible for the QSLL1 contribution to give a significant effect. On the other
hand, the contribution to QSRR1 is highly suppressed.
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Fig. 2. The correlation of Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and ∆MDPs using fBs = 230 MeV(upper panel) and
fBs = 259 MeV(lower panel). The horizontal and vertical lines show the present 90% C.L. upper
bound34 Br(Bs → µ+µ−) < 0.8×10−7 and the central value of the difference (∆MCDFs −∆M
SM
s )
repectively.
Following the above conventions we can write the double penguin contribution
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to ∆Ms as,
∆MDPs ≡ 2Re〈H∆B=∆S=2eff 〉 = ∆MLLs +∆MLRs
= −1
3
MBsf
2
BsP
SLL
1
∑
S
[XSRL]bs[X
S
RL]bs + [X
S
LR]bs[X
S
LR]bs
M2S
(5)
−2
3
MBsf
2
BsP
LR
2
∑
S
[XSRL]bs[X
S
LR]bs
M2S
In eq. (5) we have defined ∆MLLs as the contribution from Q
SLL,SRR
1 and ∆M
LR
s
fromQLR2 . Here P
SLL
1 = −1.06 and PLR2 = 2.56, include NLO QCD renormalisation
group factors35 and arise from the matrix elements of the operators of eq. (4). After
taking into account the relative values of F±, the two P ’s and the factor of 2 in
eq. (5), we can see that there is a relative suppression,
∆MLLs
∆MLRs
≈ F
−
F+ ·
mb
ms
· P
SLL
1
PLR2
· 1
2
(6)
This relative suppression shall be analysed further in the following section where it
is shown that the contribution ∆MLLs is in fact significant.
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Fig. 3. Plot of the ratio, ∆MLLs /∆M
LR
s , of the Higgs contributions from Q
SLL
1 and Q
LR
2 .
There is a large non-perturbative uncertainty in the determination of fBs . Two
recent lattice determinations provide 36,37,
f
′
04
Bs = 230± 30MeV (7)
f
′
05
Bs = 259± 32MeV, (8)
which in turn give different direct Standard Model predictions for ∆MSMs ,
∆MSM
′
04
s = 17.8± 8 ps−1 (9)
∆MSM
′
05
s = 19.8± 5.5 ps−1 (10)
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The recent precise Tevatron measurement of ∆Ms is consistent with these direct
SM prediction but with a lower central value 1,2 ,
∆MCDFs = 17.31
+0.33
−0.18 ± 0.07 ps−1 (11)
2. Discussion
We shall now discuss the Higgs mediated contribution to Bs-B¯s mixing, firstly in
a simple SU(5) SUSY GUT and secondly for the MSSM Higgs sector using the
FeynHiggs numerical package.
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Fig. 4. A plot of the relative suppression of ∆MLLs to ∆M
LR
s against the pseudoscalar Higgs
mass. The plot is generated using the FeynHiggs package with the input values, tan β = 50,
µ = 1000 GeV, MSUSY = 500 GeV and Xt = 1000 GeV.
Recently a simple SUSY SU(5) model was studied using a top-down global χ2
analysis22. In this model the large tanβ MSSM+NR is constrained at the GUT
scale by SU(5) unification and universal soft SUSY breaking terms. In this work
the best fits in the (m0, M1/2) parameter space are used to make predictions for
both Bs → µµ and ∆Ms.
In the limit of large tanβ, Bs → µ+µ− and ∆Ms are correlated. This correlation
is shown in the two panels of fig. 2. For these two panels the two different values of
fBs listed in eq. (7,8) are used. The upper panel (fBs = 230 MeV) shows that the
central value of the difference (∆MCDFs −∆MSMs ) coincides with the bound from
Br(Bs → µ+µ−). The lower panel (fBs = 259 MeV) shows that the data points with
∆MDPs at the central value, are in fact ruled out by the bound on Br(Bs → µ+µ−).
The uncertainty in the SM prediction for ∆Ms is rather large and in fact all of the
data points of fig. 2 are allowed by the recent Tevatron measurement at the 1σ level.
These two panels clearly show that the interpretation of the recent measurement
depends crucially on the uncertainty in the determination of fBs .
The plot in fig. 3 shows the ratio, ∆MLLs /∆M
LR
s , of the contributions to the
operators QSLL1 and Q
LR
2 as defined in eq. (5). It is commonly assumed that the
contribution to the QSLL1 operator, ∆M
LL
s , is negligible. From fig. 3 we can see that
∆MLLs is between 40% and 90% of ∆M
LR
s and hence is significant.
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Fig. 5. A plot of the relative suppression of ∆MLLs to ∆M
LR
s against µ. The plot is generated
using the FeynHiggs package with the input values, tanβ = 50, MA0 = 200 GeV, MSUSY = 500
GeV and Xt = 1000 GeV.
FeynHiggs38,39 is a numerical package for computing the MSSM Higgs boson
masses and related observables, including higher-order corrections. Making use of
this numerical package the relative suppression of ∆MLLs /∆M
LR
s for tanβ = 50
was also studied. Using the FeynHiggs package the 2-loop corrected Higgs masses
and CP even mixing parameter sinα are used to calculate ∆MLLs /∆M
LR
s from the
relation in eq. (6).
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Fig. 6. A plot of the relative suppression of ∆MLLs to ∆M
LR
s against MSUSY . The plot is
generated using the FeynHiggs package with the input values, tan β = 50, M
A0
= 500 GeV,
µ = 1000 GeV and Xt = 1000 GeV.
The plot in fig. 4 shows the ratio of ∆MLLs /∆M
LR
s against the pseudoscalar
Higgs mass. For this plot the values tanβ = 50, µ = 1000 GeV, MSUSY = 500 GeV
and Xt ≡ (At−µ cotβ) = 1000 GeV are used. The size of the suppression is similar
to that seen in fig. 3. For light pseudoscalar Higgs mass the ratio is as large as 80%.
For a pseudoscalar Higgs mass of 200 GeV the ratio is 45% and for a heavy mass
the ratio remains at almost 20%. The same ratio is shown in fig. 5 plotted against
the Higgs mass parameter µ. Here the inputs are the same as fig. 4 with MA0 = 200
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GeV and µ allowed to vary. In this case it is clear that the ratio ∆MLLs /∆M
LR
s
increases with increasing µ. Fig. 5 shows that for µ = 1 TeV the ratio is 45% and for
µ = 500 GeV we still have a 10% effect. The plot in fig. 6 shows the variation of the
relative suppression with the SUSY mass scaleMSUSY . Again this plot is generated
using the same inputs as listed for fig. 4 with MA0 = 200 GeV and MSUSY allowed
to vary. Here again we see that it is possible for a large contribution from ∆MLLs
to exist particularly for light SUSY scales. For MSUSY = 500 GeV there is a 45%
effect which remains at 10% for MSUSY = 700 GeV.
3. Conclusions
Using both a simple SUSY SU(5) model and the MSSM Higgs sector with the
FeynHiggs numerical package, the Higgs mediated contribution to ∆Ms in the large
tanβ limit has been analysed. The constraint from the recent Tevatron measurement
is found to be highly dependant upon the determination of fBs . It has been quite
clearly shown however that there exists large regions of the MSSM parameter space
for which the contribution from the operator (b¯PLs)(b¯PLs) is non-negligible. The
contribution to this operator may be as large as 80% of the dominant contribution
via the operator (b¯PLs)(b¯PRs). Therefore we find that this often ignored operator
should be considered in any accurate determination of the MSSM contribution to
the B0s -B¯
0
s mixing parameter ∆Ms in the large tanβ regime.
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